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In this thesis, the oonst-ruotlon and evaluation of a
test In auditory discrimination Is undertaken. The extent
to whloh this funotlon may be a factor affecting achievement
In reading and spelling Is studied.
heading with ease and Interest Is essential to success
In all other fields of endeavor. Before the ease Is acquired,
and the Interest Is cultivated, there are many fundamental
skills whloh must be perfected. Among all the Important
reading i^llls, auditory discrimination and word analysis
play very vital roles In Improving and Increasing efficiency
and pleasure In reading.
This opportunity Is taken to define terms whloh will
occur frequently In this thesis.
1. Word analysis Is the ability to break up a word
Into Its various physical parts such as syllables, roots,
prefixes, suffixes, and Individual letters, and the ability
to recognise any of these parts when combined to make differ-
ent words.
2. Auditory discrimination Is the ability to recognize
and reproduce these parts of words and whole words upon hear-
ing them.
This skill Is essential to reading and spelling and
WjLJh.
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Inoldentally to the learning of foreign languages* In fact,
a study of foreign languages, begun at on early age In our
schools raay lead to a greater facility In word analysis and
to a keener Interest In the composition of the English lan-
guage.
One of the olalms most often made by those who
urge considerable experleno© with foreign language
is Its value for the understanding of En^^lsh and
Its help In developing a mastery of English composi-
tion. It is certainly possible, without great ex-
pense of time, to make comparisons between li^gllsh
and other languages whloh yield fruit of the utmost
value.
To learn that other languages have words with
meanings, whloh no English word carries, that they
sort meanings In other ways and link them up In
other patterns, oan be a Copemlcan step, one of the
most liberating, the most exoltlng, and the roost
sobering opportunities for refleotlon that the human-
ities onn offer. And with It can come, thru etymology
(study of the origin, derivation of words, parts of
speech and their Inflections} a widespread vivlfioa-
tion of the learner’s Interest In Fn^lsh. %J
and In the reading of the English language.
... To return, then, to the early stages of
language teaching, its prime funotion Is not to give
a practical command of the new language; on the con-
trary, It Is to Illuminate J'^gllsh In these two
respects In whloh Ibi^ish supremely needs Illumination,
namely, syntax and vocabulary. ^
Barnes Bryant Oonant, and others, general Education in a
Free Society
,
Report of the Harvard dommliiee^ SsmBrllgeT
Fai^ard tfnlversl ty Press, 1948, p. ISO.
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The reaAer laay olaln that the foregoing quotations are
not pertinent to this stufly. This Introduction Is written
to show hrlefly the extent to which word analysis may be
valuable, to clarify terms which are used In this thesis,
and to arouse an Interest In the learning of the language
of other people In order to Improve the use of the English
language In reading and spelling* Auditory discrimination
must be one of the very minute but necessary factors which
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The Purpose of this Ctufly ! The purpose of this study
is to oonstruot and evaluate a test as a group measure of
word analysis and to dlsooyer whether or not auditory dls-
orlrolnatlon Is an essential faotor which affects successful
reading and spelling achievement In the Intermediate grades*
Importance of 'heading : There are enough exi)erlments In
the field of auditory discernment that tend to prove that It
plays a necessary part along with other factors In bringing
about success In reading* "Reading as the lucrative source
of knowledge, Ideals and pleasure In life is
the moat Important subject In the curriculum of
the elementary sohool* 3y means of reading the
pupil oan extend his experience away from his Im-
mediate environment, and gather the Interesting
information and the vital facts that provide the
settings and the backgrounds needed for Interpre-
tation and for constructive thinking In all the
varied fields of human endeavor. ’Reading Is the
key that unlocks the great storehouse of knowledge
and wisdom, art, and culture. 1/
Knowing how to read la not attained automatloally.
^)ucoes8 in reading Is brought about through carefully taught
methods of analyzing now words. Hand In hand with word
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analyBle for the purpoeo of recognizing old worde in new
settings and new words made of known words or oomon prefixes,
suffixes, and phonograms, meanings and correct concepts of
the words taught must be grasped. By the time the fourth
grade Is reached, the pupil should hare mastered word analyeit
sufficiently well to divert his attention from the oonstltu-
ent parts of the word to the meaning of the word. An In-
1/
vestlgatlon was undertaken by Lee In 1933 to study the
relationship of pupils* reading ability to their achievement
In other school subjects In grades four, five, and six. As
tJ
a result of her experiment, Lee oarae to the following oon-
oluslon;
The olearest Iraplloatlon that can be drawn from
this study Is that It Is Important for each fourth
grade child to acquire an ability to read general
material at least equivalent to the beginning of
the fourth grade norm. The pupil’s ability should
be up to this orltloal level in many different
phases of reading, for example, speed, aoouraoy,
level of comprehension, following directions and
vooabulaTy as well as oral reading.
The same study shows that pupils In the fourth, fifth,
and sixth grades whose reading attainment Is below the norms
for the fourth grade are handicapped in their other subjects.
To attain the fourth norm In Intermediate grade, the primary
skills of word analysis must have been developed. Training
1/ I^orrls ll. ”The Importance of Treading for Achieving
In Grades Pour, Five, and Six,” Contributions .to I'.duoatlon ,
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in th« Interraediate grades can then he fully devoted to the
meaning of the written word, heading becomes a most effloa-
olous tool of learning.
Klnety-six pupils were tested annually from grades two
to eight to determine the progress of these pupils in read-
1/
Ing, nrithnetio, and spelling, midreth ^o conducted the
researoh found among the many results that reading is a
significant factor in suooessful aohlevement in arlthraotlc
and spelling.
The correlations for initial status appear to be
hl^er between reading and arithmetic, and reading
and spelling than between spelling and arithmetic.
The correlations are of sindlar size when inter-
oorrelations for final status are oomputed. 2/
If the pupil, however, in these grades is still strug-
gling with the mechanics of reading, he will find it diffi-
cult to attain the full benefits that can be derived from
good literature* One of the alms of this thesis is to find
out if there is a need for continued word-analysis training
in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades.
Introduction to T^esearcli : The researoh for this woi*
does not contain all the Investigations done in the field
of auditory discrimination. There are enough findings to
show that the subject is Important enough to have been the
^ (fertrude itildreth, "'Results of ’’=^epeated Measurement of
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4oonoem of ediicsatora for the past throe deoades and longer.
1/
J’emald reminds us that some of the so-oallod new
methods of attacking these problems have been In vogue since
early times.
A study of the history of the learning process
In oonneotlon with reading will show that every oon-
oelvable technique Ms been used In teaching the
child to read, whether the content to be learned
has been letters, phrases, or phonetic elements. All
the methods in use at the present time were employed
In the early days of reading Instruction.
The visual methods of early tines were combined
with the auditory by having the ohlld recite letters,
words, rhymes, prayers and precepts, while he looked
at the oopy of these. . • •
The method of having children recite In concert
well-known sayings, while they looked at the printed
oopy was used, from the time of Christ to fairly
modem times. ... We find the saying of the letters,
the sotmdlng out of words phonetloally, and other
auditory methods from early Creek and Ionian times
to the visual period of the last thirty or forty
years. The phonetic system has continued to be used
to some extent to the present time.
Despite ell efforts to teach reading effectually from
earliest times to the present, the slow reader, oftentimes
a person of superior ability, has always been in existence.
y
Durrell in his work concoming reading disability in
the intermediate grades, made s survey of the frequency of
reading disability among children at the end of the sixth
year In school. Sex differences, Intelligence quotient dif-
ferences and racial differences were taken Into consideration,
1/ Craoe lU ^emald, ’’Remedial Techniques In Basal School
Subjects . !?ew York; tto'traw-tllll Sook 'IJompany
,
194.^, 26-6.
y Donald D. Durrell, "heading Disability In the Intermediate
^ades,’’ unpublished Dootor’s Dissertation, Harvard Universi-
ty, Graduate School of Kduoatlon, 1930.
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5DurrolX found retorded reading to b« more frequent among
children with normal and superior Intelligence than among
dull children. The very existence of this confused reader
has prompted many a oonsolentlous educator to search for
the cause or causes. Having set aside all those oases whose
reading failure Is caused hy poor vision, Illness, poor
homes, poor schools, extreme emotional Instability, mental
deficiency or other mental maladjustments,
we still have a residue made up of Individuals
who fall to learn to read under the most careful
Instruction by methods that are successful with
the average child# Ltuoh research work has been
done In the attempt to determine the character-
istios of these Individuals and the remedies that
might be used to correct the disabilities. ^
Kar Training and Hearing Acuity ; Faulty perception of
both seeing and hearing has been found to b© the cause of
many failures or unsatisfactory readers. One of the oruolel
points In learning Is hearing accurately and listening atten-
tively. When either of these twins Is absent, learning to
3/
read beoomes laborious and Ineffective. Lamoureaux says that
to loam to read successfully, "a child must be able to hear
distinctly.” ^
1/ Burrell, op. olt .
^ r,raoe Femald, 0£. olt . , p. 31.
^ Lillian A. Lamoureaux, Learning to "^gad through Experience ,
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6"AoonTBte hearing Is Just as neoessary for aoourate
1/
reading as aoourate seeing Is."
If a ohllA does not hear dlstlnotly he oan not he
I expeoted to tie up the oorreot printed syrahol with Its
correot sound. If he la not In the hahlt of listening
for the lesser dlfferenoes In sounds of words. If t^m
and then sound no different to him, If he does not Me-
tlnguTsE between am and and and , he probably will not
read them correctly. We must be oertaln his hearing Is
adequate and then we imist train him to listen to these
small dlfferenoes In sound. ^
3/
From a study oonduoted by Wosslgnoi In 1948, we find
that the relationship between hearing acuity and reading
perforraanoes for the group tested le significantly different
from aero.
The art of listening Is more apt to be neglected.
We often find children who, for one reason or another,
have not learned to listen adeq[ttately. We have taken
listening for granted. We have assumed that If some-
thing Is said and the other person present has normal
hearing, that oonmunloatlon has taken place. This oan
not be assumed to be true. Listening Is a skill whloh
need as careful developing as any of the other skills
In the language process. TJhderstandlng and Interpreta-
tion should be oonsldered an Integral part of listening.
Progress Is difficult to evaluate, but training should
be definitely provided all through the child's school
life. jj
Keeping In mind the importance of auditory training on
reading achievement, many educatoirs have developed systems of
1/ ta^ureaux. op. olt .
.
p, 61.
1/ IMS* • P* 3*
^ Lois J. WOBBlgnol, "The Relationships among Hearing Acuity,!^eeoh Production, and Reading Performance In Grades lA, IB,
S and 8A," Contributions to Education , Fo. 936. Few York;
Teaohers college, GolumBTa tlniverslty, 1948, p, 39.
V Arthur I. Gates, The Improvement of Reading. Few York:
p.The I^taoraillon Company, 1*5? TO.*
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word aaalyslB* PurrolT emphasizes the task this
training Involves.
^ord analysis Is an aggregate of transfer
_ £ /
skills to he applied In reading as the need arises.
A oomplete program wotild Inolndo ear training
to give the child skill In attending to the andltoty
elements of words, vlsnal training for recognition of
the visTial elements that aooorapony word sounds, end, ^
above all, provision for Independent use of the skills.
TMrphy proved through her experiment that auditory
discrimination Improves rapidly by the specific training
in grades one and two.
The experiments and theories which possibly contributed
to the developraent of word analysis exeroloes must be her©
considered.
\J IJonald • 'burrell , Improvement of Easlo heading Abilities.
?onkers-on-Httdson
,




3/ Ibid ., p. 198.
^ Helen A. Iiurphy, ”An Evaluation of the Effect of Specificfralnlng In Auditory and Visual Discrimination on Beginning
’heading," unpublished Doctor’s Dissertation. Boston: School
of Education, Boston University, 1943.
iL
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Paotors Affaoting l^eadlng Aohleveiaffnt i Betts defines
atidlto-!y perception roughly as ”?nental awareness of soitnd.B*”
He stresses training vistial powers and considers auditory
skills of "only slightly lesser” Inportanoe#
Auditory span (memory span, measured by giVlng
an auditory stimulus) is a significant factor in
reading achierement. • • •
Hearing deficiencies are learning handicaps*
I^omo phonic types of training are essential to
a complete system of word analysis* ^
In order to determine the Influence of auditory die-
y
crimination on rending defects, Monroe compared a group
of non-readers with a group of unseleoted children. Kaoh
child was given a test in which the examiner read pairs of
words* The child was to tell whether each pair of words
was the same or different. Then this test and a visual-
auditory learning test was given to thirty-two unseleoted
first grade children and to thirty-two young non-readers*
The controls made fewer errors in the auditory word dls-
orlmlnation than did the reading defect oases* The con-
clusion that Monroe derived from this experiment was that
"in audition, the lack of dlsorinlnation of certain sounds
may lead to a confusion of words which in turn affects
speech, or reading or both." ^
iJ ISM** P*
3/ Marlon Monroe, ChildrenJ-ho Cannot ^ead * Chicago ; Uni-
versity of Chlcago ^^rese
, p* ^^*
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9In 19R6, Oates gave to three hundred ten children from
grades one to six the follov/lng tests: the Stanford-Blnet
Intelligence Scale, and tests constructed to measure capacity
for associative learning, auditory and visual association.
reading ability and spelling ability* The following oon-
ll
elusions were derived by Oates from the results of this
testing prograai
Of the several abilities studied, that termed
*word~peroeptlon* la T?ioat closely assoolatod with
aohievenent In reading and spelling; Intelllgenoe
yields the next highest correlation whereas tests
of perooptlon of geometrical figures of different
sorts and digits, of associative learning, of visual
and auditory syrabols; or of visual symbols show but
slight association with these school abilities*
Vhlle all these oapacltles or abilities merit farther
study, the res^ilts Indicate that further Investiga-
tions of the nature of word-peroeptlon and its rela-
tion to reading and spelling achievement are likely
to be most fruitful*
U
Meek oonduoted a research "to study the effeots of
certain selected factors upon the learning of young children
In connection with reading*” These factors were: (1) varying
amounts of Initial preotloe; {?.) varying amounts of later
practice; (3) similarity of associated words* She oonduoted
the experiment with seventy-one children -four, five, and six
years of age* The general conoluslons drawn from the results
l/ Art^r t * (?atos
,
”A Study of the ^ole of Visual Perception^
Intelligence and Certain Associative Processes In "loading i
and repelling,” Journal of Kduoatlonal Psychology 17:446,
f October, 1926)*
It
SAols Meek, ”A study of Learning and Retention In Young
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were dlsouBsed und<ir the following toploa:
1* the effect of varying amount a of initial praotloe;
S* the effect of varying amounts of later practice;
3* cues used by children in learning words;
4. Improvement in learning;
6. correlations of results with other measures;
6. the study of special cases. 1/
The discussion of Immediate interest in this study concerns
the cues used by children in learning to recognise words.
1. The children did, deliberately or accidentally,
hit upon certain letters, or groups of letters
for means of Identification of words.
S. The last two letters were more often used as
cues than the first two or middle two letters.
3. The initial letter was more often used as a
cue than the final letter.
4. The middle two letters were used least of all
as a cue.
6# Certain letters or groups of letters which have
a peculiar formation such as 1, g, 11, o, h,
seem to be selected as cues. ...
7. In general, the cue selected seems to bo dependent
upon the total situation which la set up.
Results of the experimental study made by Carrlson and
1/
Heard showed that :
training in phonetics makes children more independent
in the pronunciation of words: . . .In the teaching of
reading it seems probable that much of the phonetic
training now given should bo deferred until the second
and third grades.
1/ tiOis iTeek, op. oit . p. 1.
%J liil* • PP*
^ C. Garrison, r/llnnle T. Heard, ”An Experimental Study of
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It appears that work In raeanlngfal exeroleee
which are planned to Inoreoee oomprehenBlon and to
teach dlcorlinlnotlon of words Is more Important than
phonetics. 1/
They have found, however, that training in phonetics was
an aid to spelling and in the older children improved re-
tention during vacation.
2/
Hobson and Parke tried to determine "whether a pupil *b
difficulty in reading was with mechanics alone, with com-
prehension alone, or with both raeohanlos and comprehension."
They used three forms of the Monroe Standardized Silent
heading Tests Revised. Among some of the tentative con-
clusions drawn from this exi^erlment, the last may suit the
purposes of this study*
There are two types of comprehension— interpre-
tation of the written symbol and interpretation of
the spoken symbol. The first type requires team work
between the skills involved in mechanics and those
Involved in comprehension. ... Team work between
mechanics and oomprohension may b© a distinct type
of skill necessary in reading. 3/
i/
The conclusions drawn from Aoomb*8 study of the psy-
chological factors in reading and spelling on pupils from
1/ fiarrlson and Heard, ojo# oit . . pp. 13-14.
^ C.S. Hobson and W.K. Parke, "Using a Group Test to
Identify Types of Heading Difficulty.” Klefuentary School
Journal 32:666 (May, 1932).
3/ ma.
^ Allan Aannb, "Study of tho fayohologloal Faetore In
Heading and Spelling,” unpublished Master's Thesis. Boston:
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gradee three to six tend to emphasize the slgnlfioanoe and
Talne of vlatial and audltOT7 discrimination to reading
ability and to epelllng ability. He oonolndes that "the
ability to dletlngalah through visual and audltoiy means
email differences between words with aoouraoy and rapidity
depends somewhat on mental age," and that "mental age is
an extremely significant factor in determining reading and
1/
spelling ability as measured by grade achievement."
He also conjectured that "visual and auditory factors are
definitely Interrelated with one another, eaoh recalling
the other automatloally during the reading process." ^
One of the results of a four-year study on the reading
progress in the kindergarten and primary grades made by
Wilson, floming, Burke and Qarrison Is of Interest to the
subject of this thesis, ^hese writers came to the oonoluslon
that one set of factors of pre-eminent effectiveness in
contributing to reading progress was the mastery of letter
symbols both In form and sound. Correlations between letter
abilities and measures of reading ability for pupils tested
were *76 for grade one and .89 for grade two, on giving
ITAllan Aoomb, op . olt. p. 38.
^ P.T. Wilson, C. Fleming, A. Burke, and C.O. Garrison,
**^eadlng Progress in Kindergarten and Primary Grades,"
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phonio oonbinatlona; *70 and *60 on giving letter sonndo;
•79 and .74 on recognising small letters; .78 and .74 on
writing words, "further evidence that the kindergarten
ohlldT^en were ready for, and Interested In, letters and
reading was found In the keen interest that nearly every




Bond examined non-readers of nortaal mental ability
In grades two and three. The pupils were selected from
those taught by the ’’look and say’* method and from those
taught by the oral phonetic method. All the pupils were
given tests measuring the following types of auditory abil-
ities: perception techniques, memory of rhythm, acuity,
blending, discrimination, and zaemory.
The results of the acuity test support the research
studies of Lamoureaux, ’£onroo, and 'Rosslgnol. Send found
that:
the mean hearing loss for all the control oases
was only 7,1 per cent, as contrasted with a 10*7
per cent mean loss for the total experimental
group, ^he critical ratio of this difference is
statistically significant. This Implies that
there Is a difference in hearing acuity favoring
good readers. 3/
\J Wilson, Fleming, Burk© and Garrison, 0£. olt , . p. 448.
^ Cruy L. Bond, ’The Audltoiy and Speech Characteristics
of Poor "headers,” Contributions to Fduoatlon, l^o. 657.
Kew York: Teachers <5ollei^
,
l^oIuS^ia Itnlvernl ty , 1935,
p. S3.
^ Bond, ojg. olt . . p. S3.
it.
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Bond found that thene was little differenoe between
the control and experimental group in auditory dlsorlminatlonc
The dlfferenoee In auditory perception teohniqrue, however,
are significant.
14
The critical ratios between the good and poor
readers for all the blending tests in all of the
analyses are significant. It appears evident that
the ability to blend is therefore, an Important
factor in determining reading oapaolty. This ability,
however, is more closely related to suooees under
predominantly phonetic teaching than under looh-and-
say instruotlon. ^
From the analyses of these results, it beoomes
apparent that some relationship exists between the
method of instruction and the extent to which audi-
tory abilities are factors associated with reading
disability. If the pupil is exposed to an oral
phonetic tyije of Instruotlon, auditory ability ap-
pears to be a faotor of importance in relation to
reading disability. If, on the oontrary, the pupils
were taught by predominantly look-and-say teohniques,
auditory factors do not maintain their dominant posi-
tion as oharaoterizing elements assooiated with in-
adequate reading performance.
The conclusion may, therefore, be drawn from
the aooumulstlng ovldenoe that where the situation,
including the method of instruotlon is favorable to
the sensory llraltations of the pupil, he may be ex-
pected to have little difficulty with reading. If,
however, the instruotlon is not adjusted to the
pupil’s limitations, he may encounter extreme diffl- gy
culty or oomplete failure in his reading development. —
'
1/ 5uy II. J&ond, 0£. olt .
^ Truy L. Bond, 0£. oit .
.
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!?ttrphy and JtinlcliiB took up the same theme, hut dle-
oovered that the rate of learning to read 1b not correlated
perfectly with mental ability. The faot that many children
of normal mentality and good sensory equipment fall to make
normal progress In reading suggests that t)iore are special
abilities which affect the learning rate. Two such special
abilities appear to be auditory and Tlsual discrimination
of word elements.
"Ability in auditory analysis of word eleiTients appears
g/
to be a primary factor in snooess in beginning reading.” —
'
Their experiment shows that the learning rate Improves
with exorcises In auditory and visual dl 80‘»*lffiinatlon.
r!arphy*s research supports the conclusions derived by
Payne.
The good reader has the advantages of confi-
dence aoorulng from past auooess and of some famlller-
Ity with certain elements of the word. There appears
to be no psychologloal reason why any child of average
Intelligence cannot be given this same confidence
and familiarity with words and their elements by
adequate training. 4/
^ ftelen A. MuiT^hy and Kathryn M. Junklns, "Increasing the
^te of Learning In the :?lrat Grade "heading," Bduoatlon 62:
37 f September, 1941).
£/ Ivfurphy and J.unklns, e^. olt . . p. 37.
^ Cassle Spencer Payne, "The Derivation of Tentative HornsTor Short Kxposures In ?eadlng,” Hhrvard ITonographs In Fdn-
cation
.
Ho. 10. Cambridge: Harvard itnlverslty Press, l^TO.
p. 58.
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Most reeearoh eaema to straoB the slgnifloanoo of
Isual and auditory dlBorlroinatlon in developing the ekllls
neoeesary for a oMld to leam to road without confusion*
1/
The oonoluBlon of an experiment conducted by l^rphy
on five hundred forty first grade pupils further emphasizes
the efficacy of tialning In auditory discrimination*
Ml experimental groups were superior to the
control group in reading achievement In ITovember,
February, and June. At every measuring period
after the audltOTy and visual discrimination ex-
ercises had been given, the experimental groups
showed statistically simlflcant superiority In
reading achievement to the control group. ^
The June reading achievement scores showed
the experimental teaching materials to be in the
following order of Increasing effectiveness:
visual perception training, auditory perception
training, visual and auditory combined. The dif-
ferences between three types were slight — visual
being 19.18, auditory 19.99, combined 81.46, com-
pared to 14.53 for the oontrol group. ^
il
(Jates notes that failures in promotion are due to
reading. In grades four, five, six, seven, emd eight,
66^, 40^, 33^^, 86^^ of the pupils not promoted have reading
defiolenolee. The questions are then asked, "v/hy should a
subjeot so important and so smoh studied be so difficult to
^ stolen A. LTurphy, ”An Kvaluatlon of the Effeot of Specific
Training In Auditory and Visual Dlsorlmlnatlon on Beginning
heading,” unpublished Dootor*s Dissertation. Boston:308ton
University, School of Education, 1943, p. 76.
1/ liili. 3/ Ibid. , p. 76.
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teach and leam ?”
’’’•hy do we find so raany pupils, sorae of superior intelligence
in the yery best schools and under exceptionally able teach-
ers falling to leam to read satisfactorily ?”
One cause of the difficulty in teaching and learning to
read is that ’"Reading comprises highly oonqplex abilities that
1/
are not easily detected and obseryed”, the diagnosis of
which is difficult.
During the intermediate stage, roughly Grades 4
to 6 Inclusiye, speed of reading makes a steady ad-
vance and a variety of comprehension techniques are
more or less well perfected. Greater reading speed
is possible because of improvement in the basal tech-
niques of word and phrase recognition, an increase in
the reading vocabulary and the further development of
some of the special forms of reading ooraprehenslon.
Children tend to hear words as total sound units.
They may not think of the separate sounds in the words.
They may not reallae that many sounds occur in many
different words. Indeed, that all words are mad© up
of various oombinatlons, of a limited number of dls-
tinotlve unitary sounds. • • • It is very desirable
to help the pupil beoone reasonably efficient in identi-
fying word sounds and blending or combining them. With
a foundation of such skills, the phonetic training
offered later in the reading program will be much more
fruitful. ^
Y/ ^tee, op. cit .. p. 3.
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In raoet modem programs ear training involving
all the above steps, is carried on during the pre-
reading program and continued for a long time, not
Infrequently into the Intermediate grades. The work
Is typically related to new words Introduced and to
!) various activities with verse, poetry, and rhymes as
found In songs and other rhyt^le material, , , , In
this way effort Is made to keep the pupil's skill in
sound analysis well In advance of his aohlevenents In
phonetic analysis. The English language contains many
phonetic subtleties and peculiarities. Continued wot*
with the sound characteristics of words oontributes to
skill In woT*d recognition and to the development of
ability to spell, 1/
Harked defiolenoles In the auditory teohnlques
may prove to be a handicap to the pupil especially
In the early stages of reading, ^
3/
Durrell, Sullivan and Ilurphy found from the Individual
analyses of more than four thousand children who have had
difficulty In learning to read that the greatest problem Is
the failure of children to remember the words they have been
taught. This Investigation shows
the following cause of failure, In order of
frequency of occurrence:
1, Lack of auditory dlscrlminatl^ of word elements.
Ohildren with excellent speaking vocabularies
often fall to notice (hear) the basic sounds In words,
2, Lack of vlsiml dlsorlmlnat1on of differonoes
between words, Olilidren confuse words and letters
which look somewhat alike; they fail to notice (see)
the forms of words.
1/ (rates; op. Pit , , p, 168,
£/ IMd , . p,- 231.
^ I)on€dd D#‘ Durrell, Helen B, Bulllvan, Helen A. Ifurphy,
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Pallnre to attach mcaBlng to words. In the
straggle to remember t^o ’name* of a printed
word, the child nay forget Its meaning*
4* Improper adjustment of Instruction to learning
rate * many new words are taught before
blA ones are learned, confusion, and Insecurity
appear* 1/
y^etora Affecting Spelling Achlerement ; The foregoing
research links auditory and visual discrimination with spell-
1/ ^ i/ 1/
Ing* Carter, Barden, Brooke and Nichols conducted studies
to determine the extent to which visual and auditory dls-
6/
crimination affects spelling achievement. Carter constructed
tests of visual perception, audltoiy discrimination and
klnaesthetlc factors to he used In diagnosing Inadequate
performance In spelling* A series of six tests Including
][/ fhirreXV,~>^livan , liUrphy, 0£. olt. , p« 1.
^ Bemadetta Carter, "The Oonatruotlon of Tests of Visual
perception. Auditory Discrimination, and Klnaesthetlc Factors
to B© Used In Diagnosing Inadequate Performance In Spelling,"
aoaton:308ton University, School of Kduoatlon, unpublished
l^iaster’s Thesis, 1941, p* 53*
3/ fsary C* Barden, "The Construction and Kvaluation of Ex-
©rclBOB for Speciflo Training in Auditory and Visual Dis-
crimination In Third and Fourth Grades," unpublished JJaster’s
Thesis, Boston: Boston university School of Education. 1945,
4/ Barbara Ann Brooke, "Comparison of Recognition and Recall
of Word Elements as J^ethods of Measuring Visual and Auditory
Peroeptlon In Spelling*” unpublished Master's Thesis* Boston;
Boston University School of Education, 1947.
^ Augusta M* Nichols, "The Construction and Use of a Group
Test for the Analysis of Spelling Difficulties,” unpublished
Doctor's Dissertation. Boston: Boston University School of
Education, 1947.
Carter, og* clt .
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a taat of intelllc^noe and aoMeToraent, testa of spelling
wore given to one hundred eighty implls of grctdes five and
1/
six# The general oonoluslon drawn by C5arter aa a roeult
of her testing was that:
training In auditory and visual perception, as
defined by the tests used, should oontrlbute
toward solving problems of spelling defloienoles
of many of the middle grade pupils, and should
constitute an Important part of the remedial pro-
gram In spelling# S/
4/Barden^s experiment was tried on elg^hty-elght pupils
in grades three and four. She oonstruoted exercises for
spoolflo training In auditory and visual dlsorlraination In
the third and fourth grades# !rh© gain shown by the experi-
mental group at the end of the training period gave evidence
to the theory that spoolflo exercises Improve auditory dis-
crimination of words in the third and fourth grades# The
study, however, has the following limitations; the experi-
mental group was a few months In advance of the control
group In mental and ohronologloal age, although the two
groups were equated In word perception; If it were a fall
experiment, there would be a better opportunity at the end
of the year to test any Inoreaeed ability In reading and
1/ Carter, op# olt # , p# 655#
^ Ibid # . p. 63#
3/ Barden, ojg. olt #
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spelling achievement beoanee of special audltOTy and visual
training; and the learning rate of new words was not tested
for comparison of the two groups*
1/
Brooke’s study dealt with the investigation of the
value of recognition and recall tests in measuring visual
and auditory perception In spelling*
Among the many conclusions that were derived from this
work. It was found that ”the correlation made between spell-
ing achievement and auditory perception of fourth, fifth, and
slrth graders combined showed reoall to be only slightly
y
superior to recognition*’’ This result shows that auditory
perception affeots spelling aohlevement whether the ability
to reoall spoken sounds and words or the ability to recognize
spoken sounds and words Is Involved.
3/
Klchols oonstruoted a diagnostic group test In spelling
and used this test to detect spelling difficulties and to
looate their cause* Among the many findings, the following
Is pertinent to this study*
"The oorrelatlon of *63 i.04 which exists between spell-
ing achievement and auditory dlsorlralnatlon shows that the
sJ
latter should be Included In a diagnostic test.”
1/ l^rooke, opr Pit *
2/ Ibid * , pp. 51-62*
3/ Nichols, ojD* Pit *
4/ Ibid. , p. 112.

All the studies mentioned ahOTe seen to Indloate that
auditory dlscrinlnstlon is an essential skill affecting
spelling performanoe#
Value of Teats for Prediotlng /^ooesB in 'heading:
Gates, Bond and ^ssellT in their article on methods
of determining reading readiness, disousa the tests that
are more likely to be successfol in predicting success in
reading#
Among the tests used in this study the best
for predicting reading progress were: a) tests of
word recognition; b) tests of ability to complete
a partially told story fa measure of interest in
and grasp of story structure): o) tests giving words
which end with for rhyme with) and which begin with
the same sound as a given example; d) tests of blend-
ing word sounds given orally; ©) tests of reading
letters of the alphabet; and f) rating of previous
instruction in reading# In this study, tests of
ability to listen to, understand, and make use of
the teacher’s Instructions in beginning reading also
ranked high in predictive value • • • • ^
It is desirable to give a series of tests of
important abilities and teohnlques at fairly fre-
quent Intervals from the time the pupil enters
school until he has reached a satisfactorily hlg^h
level of reading proflolenoy. 3/
From this we obtain an expression of the child’s
status in each of the important abilities entering
reading at the time and shortly thereafter# It is,
indeed, ’a diagnostic inventory’ of actual reading
abilities, techniques, skills, and interests similar
in general to those used later in the program# ^
\J A#t# 1atea,~G#L# Bond, P#H# Fussell,” Methods of Deter-
mining heading Readiness," Elementary School Journal 40:166
fWovember, 1939)#
l! • P*
3/ Ibid # p# 166#
4/ Tbit# p# 166#

The best reading readiness tests are not
measures of general intolllgenoe, emotional,
physlologloal or personality oharactorlstlos,
but tests of faralllarlty with or recognition of
printed words, tests of familiarity with or
recognition of large words placed on the black-
board in manuscript writing, tests of grasp of
story structure, ability to interpret pictures,
drawings, illustrations, tests of ability of the
child to keep his mind on the important points,
to carry out some activity embodying them, a
test of familiarity with and ability to m^e
various uses of the sound components of words,
a test of familiarity with individual letters.
decent experiences have shown that the
beat diagnosis of reading ability in the third,
fifth, or tenth grades is provided by a series
of tests designed to reveal special strengths
and weaknesses in tho various components of the
reading process. 1/
tJ
Monroe built aptitude tests for various abilities
Involved in reading and compared the results with tests
on reading achievement of pupils at the end of the year.
The results of Interest to this study are best exi)reB8ed
in her own words;
The correlation coefficients are all positive.
The highest correlation found was between reading
achievement and the total percentile score on all
the aptitude tests. A combination of the tests
proved a better prediction than any one type of test,
next in order of predictive value were the auditory
and visual tests, followed by the intelligence,
articulation, language, and motor tests. ^
1/ Arthur t. (Hates, ’’Basic Brinolples in Heading Headiness
Testing,” Teachers College Hecord 40:499 (March, 1939).
^ Iferlon Monroe, "Heading Aptitude Tests for the Prediction
of Success and :3'allure in Beginning Heading,” Education 56:1S
(September, 1935).
l! Ibid., p. 18.
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’Regtnteaept of Problem; Sine® auditory dleoTdmlnation
appaarB to be n vital factor iu reading and spelling achieve
raent, and since little research has been don© in the inter-
mediate j[jrad©8, it seemed wise to have teats constructed to
discover if poor auditory dlaorlmination is the cause of
reading and spelling failures in tho intermediate grades
and to determine to what esctent this shill Is responsible
for these failures.
The purpose of this experiment is threefold;
1) To determine the efficacy the test constructed
as a group measurement of auditory abilities;
S) To correlate or compare the capacity for auditory
discrimination with reading and spelling achievement
3) To deternlne the need for continuing training in
auditory skills in the Intermediate grades.

CHAPTEI^ II











































































COirSTTnTCTIOIT OF T?*ST AKD PT?OC3DTrR35
Constmotjon of Taet : After oonslAerabl© atufly of
teste In an^ltoiy dleorlndnatlon oonetraotod by Hiohole,
Brooke, Carter, ?!!ttrphy, and after oononltlng the text,
MeasTtroiaent and KvalTintlon In the Elementary Bohool by
Creone, Jorgensen, and Cerborioh, It was dooldod to bnlld
a test of this ftmotlon suitable for Intermediate grades.
The teat has two parts: the first part is to laeasure the
degree to whioh the pupils may Identify Isolated sounds from
the spoken word; the second pfirt meaaures the pupil’s ability
to Identify whole words oompoeod of prefixes, suffixes, and
roots known to pupils In the Intermediate grades*
Before the test oould be oonstruoted, it was desirable
to arrange the Initial sounds end final sounds In order of
difficulty, (The slow pupils would then not be discouraged
by hardships at the beginning). The order of difficulty
tlarry Sreene and others, Mea^rement and Kvaluatlon in
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was dstsrmlned froia three souroes: Blggy^ study, "The
Establishment of a Relative Order of Difficulty of Word
y
Elements In Auditory Dlsorlralnatlon,” Durrell’s Hat in
the text, ImprOYoment of .afislo 'Peading Abilities , and a
ST/
research isiade by Welln^, "Bpeeoh Sounds of Young Children."
The1 foregoing investigation resulted in the following
list to be used in the construction of Part I of the test.
Final
Initial Consonants Initial Blends Consonants Final Blends
1. f 16. oh 36. s 47. sh
2. 17. Sp 36. t 48. oh
B. r 18. tr 37. 1 49. al
4. h 19. St 38. n 60. on
6. 8 20. sh 39. g 61. ok
6. P 21. fl 40. p 52. mp
7. 22. @1 41. d 63. nk
8. n 23. cl 42. r 54. Ik
9. t 24. br 43. X 66. by
10. m 25. bl 44. m 66. nt
11. 1 26. pi 46. f 57. rk
12, V 27. dr 46. 0 66. ns
13. y 28. fr 59. ty
14. 2 29. gy 60. ps





1/ ikry Virginia Mggy, "The F-stabllshment of a Ttelative
“"Order of Difficulty of Word Elements In Auditony Dlsorimlna-
tlon," unpublished liSaster’a Thesis. Boston; Boston University,
School of Education, 1946. 52 p.
2J Durrell, op . elt . , pp. 202-205.
^ Beth 1. Wollfiian and Others, "Speech Sounds of Young
TJnlldren.” Iowa City; Univemlty of Iowa, 19B2, pp. 42-46.

zr
The number of sounds to be tested wns arbitrarily and
necessarily limited to sixty. In the above list, the letters
are numbered ae they occur in the test.
7he plan for each Item in Part I wae to select four
words containing the sound to be tested and to have the
pupils select from a group of letters the letter which they
hear In each of the four words. O’he words were selected from




Boloh Word List and Burrell’s compilation. The choice was
determined as nearly as possible by the following criteria:
1. Words that were in the speaking and hearing vocabulary.
but not in the reading vocabulary of pupils in the inter-
mediate grades;
2* Words that did not occur or very Infrequently occurred
in the lists mentioned above;
3. Words that had a pleasant or uplifting connotation;
e.g. 8. halo, heritage, huokleberry, hyacinth
4. Words that vary in number of syllables;
e.g. 4. void, valid, vehicle, vicinity
6. Words that did not all contain the same vowel sound;
e.g. jubilate, joist, jester jonquil
1/ Burdette Buokinghaa, A Oombined Word List compiled
^ B.W. Buoklngham and K.W.^’Bolch. STosion: Mnn and Company,
1936. 184 pp.
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6* Woyds that ware both ooaoret© and abstraot;
38. orlnolln© croquet crimson oruoial
7. Words that wore for the most part easily pronounced;
o.g# 10. meteor magnet monocle mucilage
There are some Items which after the test was revised
do not completely measure up to all the seven rules because
of the effort to make the test a weightier scale of measure-
ment. For example, such words as are found In Item 14 are
not easily pronounceable* 14. zenith alrconla zither
20fra Fclther are they In the pupils* probable hearing
vocabulary.
For each Item on the pupils* copy of the test there
are five letters from which the pupils are to select the
letter sound they hoar. In the unrovlsed version of the
test, these letters consisted of the letter to be circled,
the middle letters of the words spoken, and some final letters
of the words chosen on the supposition that some pupils may
hear the middle of the word or the end end miss the initial
sotmd or may perceive the initial sound and not the middle
or final sound. Care was taken to have the letter to be
seleoted In different positions for each Item. Here Is a
sample Item from the test before It wao revised.
6. syrup sojourn suooessfhl sovereignty r v n k s
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An Initial test slven to pupils of the fourth grad©
showed that the rule for selection of the letters was not
very well founded and that some of the words In the Items
were recognised too easily* Thee© oonoluslons were derived
from observation of the reaction of the pupils and the high
scores of the Initial test* The Initial test was given to
discover its apparent weaknesses and to determine the time
needed for adequate performance.
The first part of the test was revised before the ex-
periment was continued. In the blocks on the pupils* copy,
letters which were similar In sound were substituted for
the middle or final letters of the words used. Items 2,4,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 18, 19. 20, 21. 23. 24, 25.
27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 49, 50, 62, 54, 58. 60 were
altered and Improved by selecting more difficult words and
by using letters that were similar In sound to the letter
asked for.
1/
Walker’s ’Rhyming Dlctlona-gy was used to select words
containing the appropriate final sounds. The final sounds
In Item 52 were changed from ”ly” to "rap”. Because of the
omission of the final ”y” sound which was Included in the
first version, item 60 containing the final sound "ps” was
added,
1/ ^o!fan Walker, The “Rhyming Dlotlonary of the Fjaglleh hemmuktst
In which the ^ole Language is Arrangyl^Aocorllng to lii
Terwlnstions * *^eviBed and enlarged t>y J. LongmuitC LonDSa:
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The fellowlngf paragraphs are excerpts from Part I of
the exaralner*s copy.
The Identlfioatlon of Isolateft Sounds In Words
Initial Sounds:
Dlreotlons: This Is a test to find out how well you pay
attention and how well you oan use your ears and your eyes.
Listen to the words that 1 say and look at the first hlook
of letters for the letter that these words begin with.
Clrole the letter. W© shall help you with the first. Listen
oar©fully. Listen for th© beginning letter In these words.
1. fortify fire famous fulgent m b r f p
l^lth which letter did those words begin ? ^f"
Circle the ’’r.
ITow wo are going to put a circle around one letter In
each group of letters on the following pages. I’la not going
to help you any more. Be sure and listen carefully to direc-
tions* Move your finger to Block 2* I^t a circle arotuid
the letter that thee© words begin with.
2. gable gondola garniture guitar c g b k q
Look at the third block of letters. I'iore your finger
to Block 3. Listen carefully to the words I read. Listen
for the beginning letter In these words. Look for the
letter yoti heard and put a olrole around It.
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'Repeat th© Alreotlone for four Iterae if r.eeessary* Then I
road th© number and oorreeponAlng words only* The time
allotted for each Item Is about two or three seconds.
Initial Blends:
T)l-»^otlon8: ?um to the second page. Some words begin with
two letters that have on© sound* There, them, then. Begin
with ”th". I/OOh at the sample between the dotted linos.
Here are some other words that begin with the same letters,
thesplan throng thermometer thrill ~d th r 1 st
What were the first two letters you heard In all those words ?
”Th”. Find ”th" In the biooh between the two dotted lines
and put a circle around them. Hove your finger to Bloch 16.
Listen carefully. Circle the two letters which these words
begin with. I will not help you.
16. ohallenge ohlokadee Chile obum sh th oh st si
Repeat directions.
Hlnal Sounds:
Directions: low wo are going to put olrolee around correct
endings. Look at Block 55. Listen carefully. Choose the
right ending letter. Put a circle around the letter that
these words end with.
36. surpass fortress crisis magnanimous z c s th b
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laoTB your finger to Blook 36. I will not help you now.
Put a olrole around the letter that these words end with.
Listen oarefully for the last letter.
Pinal Blendes
Blreotions; Bom words end with two letters that have on©
sound. Crash lash push end with "eh”. Here are sosa©
other words that end with the same letters. Look at Block
47.
47. hush dash ifumish thrush sh s oh is us
^hat were the last two letters you heard in all those words ?
"sh” Pind "sh” in Blook 47 and put a oirole around them.
*Move your finger to Blook 48. Listen carefully. Circle the
letters which these words end with. Repeat direotlons for
Block 49 from the asterisk, if necessary. Then continue read-
ing only the nunher of the hlooka of letters and the corres-
ponding words.
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Conatmotlon of Port II;
To arrange whole worde In the order of prohohle diffi-
culty, the preflxeo, and suffixes, found In Improrenent of
Baslo 'heading Abilltlee by I>ur?^ll and arranged In order
of frequency were used as guides* The diotlonary v/as oon-
exilted and words which contained prefixes, suffixes, or word
roots frOTg lmrrell*s list were selected.
The words to be ohosen in Items to 40 emphasized
the suffixes -luo, -oy, -anoe, -let, -fy. The choice of
these suffixes depended upon the meaning of the words. Words
haring pleasing or Inspiring oonnotatlons were chosen In so
far as it was possible. Care was taken In the construction
of the entire test to omit words which were in the least
suggestlre of Tyesslmlstlo or obsoene Ideas. The alternate
oholoes are words that hare prefixes, suffixes, or word roots
similar to the word asked for.
e.g. BO. absolratory — obserratory— absolratory
—
absolrable— absolutory
In the following list are the prefixes, suffixes, and
word roots upon which the seleotion and the position of words
depended
•
1/ i')onald I). I>urrell, lEproremont of Baslo heading Abilities *
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re-. In-, oon-, &e-, Ala-, ooa-, tm-, ©x-, lin-, pro-, ob-,
par-, ©-, pr©-, en-, ao-, ad-, om-, up-, b©-, ab-, sur-, ap-,
of-, under-, sub-, trana-, sup-, a-, pur-, oo-, for-, for©-,
extra-, af-,
Buffixee :
-tlon, -ate, -er, -al, -iofs), -ous, -y, -loua, -ure, -Ive,
-ant, -©nt, -or, -Ish, -mont, -ice, -age, -Ize, -sion? -ano©.
-ai7, -fttl, -let, -ible, -able, -ine, -less, -ly. -ry, -ty,
-ar, -oy, -en, -fy, -lal, -let, -sous, -Ion, -lum, -ling, -ory
Word ^ots ;
niov-, -not-, -nat-, -port-, -jud-, jur-, -jua-, -aorve-,
-aot-, -30lu-, -aolv-, -tain-, -vent-, -oeive-, -fort-,
-hav-, -Jeot-, -part-, -tend-, -val-, -vert-, -alter-, -cert-,
-duo-, -gen-, -graph-, -labor-, -leot-, -leg-, -mrg©-,
-Kort-, -not-, -nor-, -pend-, -root-, -soi-, -eoribo-,
-eent-, -set-, -sign-, -speot-, -stance-, -terr-, -turv-.








?ho OTlterla used In the seleotlon of vocabulary aro
as follows;
!• The words must be inspiring in weaning.
e«g# fortitude fortune beatitude fortitude
solicitude
S» The words rmst bo phonetic in sound#
©•g* prevalent - prevailing provident pertinent
"prevalent
Bireotlons for Part II are as follows:
listen very oarefully to the words which we shall read#
lock at the first block of words# Choose the word that you
hear and circle it# We shall help you choose the first word#
W© shall say the number of the block you ©re to look at#
j^ov© your finger to that block* Liston very oarefally to
the word that looks like the word that you hear, fi^ead th©
nuraber of the blook and the word to be selected once and
allow four to five seconds for the pupil to locate the word
he hears )
#
1* receptacle — acceptable receptacle reoeptible_
reciprocal
Selection of Cases and Procedure:
The auditory discrimination test was first given to
twenty-two pupils in grade four in February, 1950# The
first part was revised and strengthened as much as possible.
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by the writer of this thesis In grades four, five and six
of the Julia Ward Howe and the Mary T* Honan Sohools of the
Beaohmont dlstrlot In Severe, Ifassaohusetts. The same rnplls
In grades four and five were administered by the writer of
this thesis the Heading, Vooabulary, Spelling Tests, Fot© T
of the x^etropolltfui Achievement Tests, Elementary Battery
and Intermediate BattSTTr Partial In Ivjaroh and April, I960.
The results of the Metropolitan Achievement tests given to the
sixth grades In January, 1960, are used In the computations.
The tables In Chapter III may show dlsorepanoles In the total
number of oases. These differences are explained by the
fact that the tests were given on different days and not all
the pupils were present for all of the tests given. Tables
V and 71 record only the soores of those pupils who have
taken all the tests given.
The purpose of this researoh Is to determine to what
extent pupils need training In auditory dlsorlmlnatlon In
the Intermediate grades to Improve their reading and spelling
achievement, and to determine to what extent the test oon~
struoted Is a reliable measure of auditory dlsorlmlnatlon.
xJia ul 9ImMht ^.JUS^ x^t}fx9 a^^xS
to ’^- M<it9d-9!M,^i*<hf'. ^vsr«# %^t tii ...
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fi ^ 1 ..
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The purpose of this experiment is :
1* To determine the effionoy of the test oonstruoted as e
measurement of auditory abilities;
2 * to oorrelate or compare the capacity for auditory dis-
crimination with reading and spelling achievement;
3# to determine the need for continuing training In
auditory skills In the Intermediate grades.
Before an examination of the word analysis test results
Is undertaken, the reading and spelling achievement scores
of grades four, five, and six are studied In order to under-
stand the average capacity of the students tested. Hetro-
polltan Tests Intermediate Partial Fom T were administered
to the sixth grades In January, 1950, and to the fifth grades
In April, 1960. Hetropolltan Tests Klementary Partial Foot
T were administered to the fourth grades In March, 1950.
Table I shows a frequency distribution of the reading
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PIST^BtTTIOH or SCOT?ES IH mADWQ ACHIETSMFFT FOl
OTWDSS POTT??, FIVE, AFD SIX
Interval B Grade IV Grade V Grade VI
11.4 - 11.8 8
10*9 mm 11.3 1 0
10.4 - 10.8 0 0
9.9 - 10.3 0 3
9.4 - 9.3 0 3
8.9 9.3 3 1
8.4 - 8.8 1 1 2
7.9 - 8.3 0 3 7
7.4 - 7.8 0 2 7
6.9 - 7.3 1 6 8
6.4 - 6.8 1 11 4
5.9 - 6.3 1 9 7
5.4 - 5.8 10 18 6
4.9 5.3 7 13 4
4.4 - 4.8 11 4 1
3.9 - 4.3 7 3 1
3.4 - 3.8 5 1 0
2»9 * 3.3 4 0 0
'?otal 48 55
Grade Form: 4.7 5.7 6.4
tlean: 4.78-4.79 6.16 7.28
standard Derla
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A Btndy of the raean, lov/. and high aoorea in reading
for eaoh i?rade i
A study of the mean score In oomparlson with the nona
for the respective grade shows that the pupils tested are
on the average good readers,
1. The norm for the fourth grade In Ilaroh Is 4. 7,
The mean achievement score for this grade Is 4,78 which
means that their reading Is equivalent to that done In the
seventh or eighth month of grade four. The pupils, on the
average, are reading up to grade expectations. A study of
the frequency distribution In grade four shows that there
are four pupils whose reading falls within the class Interval
of f5.9 - 3*3. These are very poor readers. An Interview
with the teacher confirmed this oonoluslon. These pupils
are being given very particular attention In an effort to
bring up their reading to grade level. There are fourteen
pupils who are excellent readers, having achievement soores
2, 3, and B. grades above the fourth grade norm. Approxi-
mately sixty per cent of the pupils have reading achievement
soores that are equal to or better than the grade norm.
2# The norm for the fifth grade reading achievement
soores Is 6«7. The mean achievement score for the fifth
grade Is 6.15, which means that the pupils have achieved
perfection In reading skills that Is equivalent to that
done In the first month of the sixth grade. The pupils,
on an average, do reading superior to what Is expected of
‘.O,
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them in grafle five. i\n examination of the table reveal
e
that there are only three very poor readers In the groupa
tested. Slxty-8lx pupils do fourth grade reading or better.
?lfty-four per oent of the pupils are doing fifth grade
reading or better. Of that group, eighteen pupils are ex-
oellent readers, having achievement aoores two, three, four,
and six years or grades above the fifth grade norm.
3. The norm for the sixth grade reading achievement
score in January Is 6.4. The mean achievement score for
the sixth grade tested in January la 7.28 which means that
the pupils have achieved perfection In reading sklllB equiv-
alent to that expected from a pupil In the second month of
grade seven. The pupils, on an average, do reading superior
to what is expected of them In grade six. An examination
of Table I shows that while there are twenty-one pupils whose
reading achievement scores are below the grade nor®, there
are no non-readers. (A non-reader In intermediate grades —
according to the writer’s interpretation— Is one who has
not attained rending shills sufficiently well to do fourth
grade reading). Sixty- three per cent of the pupils tested
have reading achievement scores, equal to or better than
the grade norm. Of these pupils, twenty-four are excellent
readers, having achievement scores that are one to six years
above the grade norm.
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nmamary and Oonolttslone i
!• There le a definite Increase In grade achievement
ecoree for each grade level*
2* A greater improvement Is fotmd between the fourth
and fifth grades than between the fifth and sixth grades*
There Is a difference of about one year and four months be-
tween the mean aohlevenont score of grade four and that of
grade five* The difference between the mean soores of grades
five and six Is one year and one month.
3. Only a small per oent are poor readers*
4* The majority of the pupils In all grades are good
readers*
Table II shows a frequency distribution of the spelling
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BISTniBUTIOl? OP SCOPES ITT SPELIira ACIHEVKJOTT TO^
POTr>, PIVK, AnB SIX
Interval 0 Oyade IV Orade V (ryed© VI
9.f> - 9.7 2
9.S - 9.4 1
8.9 - 9.1 1 1
8.6 - 8.8 1 3
8.3 - 8*6 1 4
8.0 *• 8.S 4 8
7.7 - 7.9 1 7
7.4 - 7.6 6 3
7.1 - 7.3 1 6 1
6.8 - 7.0 0 6 6
6.6 - 6.7 1 4 6
6.S - 6*4 3 6 4
6.9 - 6.1 4 3 5
6.6 - 5.8 6 9 1
5.3 - 5.6 6 8 4
5.0 - B.S 3 6 2
4.7 - 4.9 6 3 1
4.4 - 4*6 4 6 3
4.1 - 4.3 2 1 1
3.8 - 4.0 6 1 0
3.6 - 3.7 1 2
3.8 - 3.4 0
8.9 - 3.1 4




Orade ITonn: 4.7 5.7 6.4
F/leani 4.78 6.14 6.91
StsnAard Beylatloii: 1.13 1.23 1.43

43
A atufly of the mean, low, and high Booree In apelllne
for each j^yade ;
I
A qulok at tho maan sootab and the standard devia-
tions Bhows that the pnpllA tested are,on the average, {^ood
spellers.
1. ThB norm for the fourth grade In JIaroh was 4.7.
The actual mean aohlevement soore for this grade la 4.78,
which means their spelling aohlevement Is equivalent to that
done In the seventh or el^th month of the fourth grade. The
pupils, on the average, are up to grade expectations In
spelling. A study of the frequency dlstrlhutlon of grade
four shows that seven pupils are exoeedlngp.y poor spellers,
their scores falling within tho class Intervals of 8.6 - 2.8,
and 2.9 - 3.1. Approximately sixty per cent of the pupils
have achieved scores eqxial to or better than the grade norm.
Of this group, twenty-three pupils have spelling aohlevement
scores which are above the norm for the grade. The majority
of tho pupils are good spellers.
2. The norm for grade five was 5.7. The mean aohleve-
ment soore for tho fifth grade pupils tested Is 6.14 whloh
means that tho pupils have acquired spelling skill that Is
equivalent to that whloh should be aooompllshed during the
first month of grade six. Slxty-one per cent of the pupils
tested have soores that ere up to grade or above grade ex-
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spellers, havliig soores one, two, three, and four gradee
abOTo grade five, A glance at the distribution table shows
that there are only four implls who inay be oonsldered ex-
oeedlng^Ly poor spellers, having scores that are far below
grade norm and that are within the olass Intervale of 35,7 -
3,9 and 4*0 “ 4i,S»
3* The nowa for spelling aohleveraent In .grade six was
6*4 In January, The mean aohleveraent soore la 6,9 which
shows that the sixth grade pupils,on the average, have ac-
quired the ability to spell better than was expected accord-
ing to the grade norra, A study of the distribution table
shows that there ere only four exceedingly poor spellers,
having seores that fall within the class Intervals of 4,2 -
4*4 or 4*5 - 4,7, About fifty-nine per oent of the pupils
have soores whloh show that their spelling is up to or above
the grade nown. Twenty-three of these implls ere ^od spell-
ers, having scores whloh are one, two, three grades above
the grade norm,
STuanary and Gonoluslons ;
1, There Is an Increase In grade aohleveraent scores
frora one grade to the next,
2, As In reading, a greater ioprovement In spelling
scores Is found between the fourth and fifth grades than
between the fifth and sixth grades. The Interval between
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A grade Interval of eight monthe exlsta between the mean
aohleveraent eoores of grad.eB five and six#
3* Only a small number of the pupil e are exceedingly
poor in spelling*
4* The majority of the pupils in all grades are good
spellers*
6* The pupils in grade four obtained the same mean
score for reading and spelling*
6* For the fifth grade there is no difference between
the mean aohiovemont scores in reading and in spelling.
7* The sixth grade has a difference of four months
between the mean aohievoment soores in reading and in spell-
ing.
Table III shows a distribution of soores on Part I of
the auditory dlsorimlnatlon test* Part I deals with the
Identlflcation of Isolated(words) sounds from the 8i>ohen word*
tyym. (dtii .0^
.,. .xit? &n-«
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TABLK III
DIST^IBUTIOff OP SCrmES POT? ai?ADES POUT?,PIVS ABD SIX OB TA^T
^ OBK OF THE TEST IK AUDITOTr? DISCHIIOTATIOK
Intervals Orade IV Orade V Orade VI
59 - 61 2 0 1
B6 « 58 4 9 6
53 - 56 8 13 8
50 - 5S 9 9 11
47 - 49 8 11 10
44-46 7 6 4
41 - 43 3 4 8
38 - 40 0 7 3
36 - 37 6 2 2
32-34 0 3 £
29-31 3 3 1
26-28 2 2 0
23 - 25 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
17 - 19 0 0 0





!^eni 47.91 47.83 47.98
Standard Deviation : .86 91 .687
1,
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study of Table III ; Slnoe there are sixty Items In
Part I of the Word Analysis Test, oonstraoted for this ex-
periment, a perfect score Is sixty. There are three pupils,
two In the fourth grade and one in the sixth grade v/ho ob-
tained perfect scores. This fact seems to Indicate that
this part of the test Is too easy. Another fact which may
lead to the same conclusion Is that the mean score In each
grade Is less than thirteen points below a perfect score.
An ayerege of 47.91 for grade four, 47.83 for grade five,
and 47.98 for grade six Is too near a perfect score to
challenge the better pupils. The faot, however, that the
majority of the pupils tested have high achievement scores
In reading and spelling may account for the large number of
high soores and for the few perfect soores. The few pupils
who attained low soores, falling within the class Intervals
of 86-g8 and 29-31 are pupils who have low reading and spell
ing aohlevement soores.
There Is no Increase in the mean score for each grade
level, the difference In mean scores between the fourth and
fifth grade being .07 and between the fifth and sixth grade
being .05.
Conclusions:




2* The mean for eaoh grade l8 47, a sooro whloh la too
close to the perfect score of 60 to make the teat challenging
to the hotter readers#
3. There are too many scores near the perfect score#
4# Some pupils attained perfect scores.
These four ohsoTTVatlons taken Into consideration. It
may be safely concluded that the test Is too easy, or that
the majority of the pupils are advanced and need no training
In audltony discrimination#
^^tudy of the standard deviation : The small standard
deviation of #86 for grade four, *91 for grade five, #68
for grade six show that most of the scores are very close
to the mean — that most of the scores are much the same
as the mean# The scores in grade six seem to be grouped
closer to the mean than do the scores of grades four and
five because the standard deviation for grade six Is smeller
than those for grades four and five. The scores of tho
fifth grade are farther away from the mean than are the
scores of the other grades#
Conoluslons:
1# The mean for each grade Is high# The majority of
the adores seem to be located near the mean#
2# This seems to Indicate that there are many pupils
who have been suooessful In the test and need no training
In word analysis# There are some pupils, however, who
becuase of their low scores do need training In auditory
dl Borlralnatlon#

Tal)!© IV Bhcms tho distribution of scores
,
obtained
from Part II of the teat on auditory dlaorlalnatlon. Port
II deals with the Identification of whole words.
TABLE IV
DIST'^IBtJTIOH 0? SCfmES GEABES P<OT, FIVE, AIO) SIX OH
PA1?T T‘^0 OF THE TEST ON AIJDITOT?! DISCEIMIHATIOir
Intervals Grade IV Grade V Grade VI
38-40 0 6 12
36 - 37 12 12 17
32 « 34 2 14 12
89-31 10 7 4
26 - 28 2 9 3
23 - 26 9 13 3
20 - 22 5 6 2
17 - 19 6 2 1
14 - 16 4 0 8
}
11 - 13 1 0 0
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StUv^ of Tablo 17 ; Part XI of the auditory dlsorlalua-
tion toat has forty items. A perfect score Is forty. Eight-
> een pupils from grades five and six have attained perfect
scores* A glance at the dletrlhutlon table shows that most
of the scores are too near a perfect score. These last two
facts seem to indicate that the test Is much too easy, easier
them Part I of the same test.
Part II may have some merits. The mean scores of P6.95,
S9.98, 3S.93 for grades four, five, and six respectively,
show an increase according to grade. There le an increase
of three points for each suooesslTC score.
Only ten per oent of the pupils tested have perfect
scores on Part II. The fact that the mean score of 38*96
for grade six is only about seven points away from the
perfect score shows that the test is not hard enough to
challenge the better pupils*
The standard deviations of *723, .496, and *618 for
grades four, five, and six show that, as In Part I, most
of the scores are olustered near the mean score*
Pilnoe the mean soore is not nearer the central score
which should be twenty, there is no nOTiaal distribution.
:!ost of the scores should center around the soore of twenty.
^
Slnoe the scores are oonoentrated around the mean which is
high, the test may be construed as being too easy or the
test shows that the majority of the pupils do not need train-
ing in auditory discrimination.
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ntufly of tha atan^rd deviation ; Tho standard deviations
of .723 and .618 for grades four and six show a wider dis-
tribution of Boores than is found in grade five. The stan-
dard deviation .496 in grade five is scialler than those of
the other grades. The standard deviation for all grades
la sisall and shows that most of the scores are grouped near
the mean score of each grade. The test seems easy since
the scores of 26. 9B, 29.93, and 32.98 are high when com-
pared with the perfect score of 40.
There are some very low scores. About thirty-three
X^er oent of the population tested have scores of 22 and
lower.
Conclusions;
1. The mean scores are hl^.
2. Most of the scores seem to be clustered near the
mean.
3. Since the difference between the highest mean score
of 32.98 and the perfect score of 40 is so small, the test
seems to be far too easy for the better students.
4. Thirty-three percent of the students have a score
of £2 or lower. The test may bo used in detecting those
pupils in need of training in auditory discrimination.
6. Ten per cent of the pupils tested attained perfect
scores on Part II of the word analysis teat.
6. The majority of the pupils tested do not need
training in auditory perception.
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Tlie ooefflolents of oorrelatlon for Tables V and VI
were ooraputed by the Pearson Produot-Hoincnt method.
TABLK V
CO^mATTOP TABLK SHOriTTG THK COF.STICirKT OP*
COIT^KLATK® OP THE DISTHIBUTIOH OP HEADIHO ACHIEVEMENT
SOOHES Am) AUDITOHV I)I2C!?I!!IirATI0N TEST EOOHES POH
(IHADES POHH, FIVE, AND SIX
.
40 46 50 55 60 65 70 76 80 86 90 95
44 49 54 59 64 69 74 79 84 89 94 ysr f
11.4 11.8 1 1 2
10.9 11.3 1 1
10.4 - 10.8 0
9.9 mt 10.
3
1 1 1 3
9.4 - 9.8 1 1 2 4
8.9 - 9.3 3 3
8.4 - 8.8 1 3 4
7.9 • 8.3 1 1 2 1 3, 2 10
7.4 - 7.8 2 2 2 3 9
6.9 7.3 1 1 2 5 2 3 14
6.4 - 6f8 2 2 4 4 4 16
”T5.9" - 1 s —x* 2 S S
—15“
“srr - “TTS 4 2 5 & 3 6
4.9 - 6.3 2 1 6 3 2 3 2 1 20
4. 4 - 4.8 1 1 3 2 1 1 2 4 3 2 20
3.9 Ml 4.3 1 1 1 3 1 2 2 11
3.4 - 3.8 2 1 1 1 5
8.9 - 3.3 3 1 4
175
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study of Table V ; The Boores In th© vertloal ooluirme
are th© reading aohlovement soorea* The sooreo In th©
horizontal oolumna are the auditory dlsorlmlnatlon test
sooras. The ooofflolent of correlation of this table le
•64, about #36 away from 1.00, th© perfect correlation.
The coefficient of correlation .64 Is low, but glvee evi-
dence of some relationship between reading achievement and
auditory discrimination. Th© fact that th© correlation Is
low is understandable when It Is considered that th© teste
administered measure different shills. The Metropolitan
Tests measure comprehension. Th© auditory discrimination
test, oonstruoted for this thesis, attempts to measure a
very specialized skill— that of recognizing and picturing
letters and words as they are spoken.
That the pupils tested, obtained hlg^ scores In audltofjj
skill may be explained by the fact that at the primary level,
these pupils have had excellent training and that this good
training has been consistent throughout the grades.
In the light of previous research which shows high re-
lationship between auditory factors and reading, the test
oonstruoted for this thesis does not seem to be an adequate
Instrument for measuring auditory discrimination.
It ’ V.
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COTT^ELATIOK TABLE SH0?™G THE OOKPPICIEKT OP
COHHJJLATIOH OP THE BISTHIBHTIOIT OP THE SPKLLIITO ACHIE7EMKHT
SCOHKS Aim ATOITOHY LISCHIMIITATIOfr TEST SCOHES POH
OHABKS POUH, PITS, AITD SIX
40 45 50 65 60 65 70 76 80 85 90 95
44 49 54 69 64 69 74 79 84 89 94 99 f
9.6 mm 10.0 1 1 2
9.1 - 9.5 1 1 1 3
G.6 - 9.0 1 2 2 1 6
a.i - 8.5 1 1 4 6
7.6 8.0 1 1 4 7 2 15
7.1 - 7,5 2 1 3 3 2 11
6.6 - 7.0 1 2 2 6 4 1 16
6.1 - 6.5 1 6 6 5 3 19
5.6 6,0 1 1 6 1 7 6 2 1 1 26
- TTS S 1 5 ss 1 “TT 2 I ST"
4.6 6.0 1 1 6 2 4 3 17
4.1 - 4.3 1 1 1 2 3 2 1 11
3.6 - 4.0 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 9
3.1 - 3.5 1 1
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Btudy of Table VI i Th© ooefflolent of oorrelatlon
between apelllng soorea and auditory dlsorimlnatlon soores
Is high. A oorrelatlon of .76 la evidence of laarkod rela-
tionship between skills In audltoty perception and spelling
aohleveraent. Buccess In spelling tests depends on how
clearly the pupil hears words and on how vivid a picture
of the letters In the words heard come to his mind.
Conclusions:
1. The sudlto?H^ dlscrlnlnatlon test though easy may
be used efficaciously as a group measurement of auditory
abilities.
S. a. There Is marked relationship between auditory
discrimination and spelling achievement.
b. The relationship between auditory discrimination
and reading achievement Is not so high as expected.
3. a. According to the high soores attained by most
of the pupils tested, it would seem that there Is no general
need for training In auditory skills in the Intermediate
grades.
b. The low soores obtained by poor readers seem
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A t®Bt on audltoi^y disorimlnatlon was oonstruoted for
the purpose of determining the need for training In auditory
skills In grades four, five, and six* The test consists of
two parts: Part I deals with the Identlfioation of isolated
sounds In words* The subdivisions of Part I are tests on
Initial sounds, Initial blende, final sounds, and final
blends* Part II measures the ability to Identic whole
words.
To determine the efficacy of the test oonstruoted and
for pUTrposes of making oomparlsons, Metropolitan Achievement
Tests, Kleraentary and Intermediate Partial Form T were ad-
ministered to one hundred seventy-three pupils in grades
four, five, and six In January, Maroh, and April, 1950, In
"f^evere, llassaohusctts.
A study was made oonoemlng the auditory skills and
the aohlevemont of the pupils In Tables I to IV, Tables V
and VI are an attempt to show the relationship between the
test on auditory dlsorlralnatlon and the reading and spelling
aohleveraent tests.
Conoluslons:
1* Only a small per cent of the pupils have exceedingly
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The maJOTTlty of the pnplls In all grades have
aohleyenont soores In reading and spelling that are equal to
1
)
or ahov© the grad© norms,
3* The resnlts of the anditOTy dlserimination test
show that most of the soores are high*
4* The fact that the reading and spelling scores are
up to grade expectations or abore would seem to indicate
that the pupils in grades four, fire, and six have received
excellent training in auditory skills and in all phases of
reading throughout the grades* There is, therefore, no
need for special work In auditory dlsorlmlnatlon except in
the case of slow readers.
6* There is a marked relationship between the spelling
aohlevement test and the audltoiy disorimlnation test*
6* There is evidence of some relationship between
reading aohlevement and ability in auditory skills*
7. Part II shows bettor gradation in mean soores than
does Part I. It seems to be a more suitable teat for various
grades than is Part I* The items of Part II could be
strengthened by selecting very difficult phonetic words
without consideration for the experience of the pupils.
8. Part I is the more difficult of the two parte of
the word analysis test*
9. ?roin the fact that some slow readers have low
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poor auflltory peroeptlon Is a salient faster affecting the
child’s slow progress in reading and spelling*
10* The high scores In word analysis obtained by
some poor readers Indicate that poor auditory discrimination
may not bo the reason for these failures In reading.
11. If difficult words or phonetic words from foreign
languages had been selected, the test constructed for this
thesis may have proved to be a reliable instrument to use
as a group measure of auditory discrimination for grades
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CHAPTK!? V
SUGGESTIONS F01? mTHKN NESKANOH

OHAPTHH V
STTCKlESTIOnS FOB PUBTHEB BBGEAHCH
1* The aaa© test and experiment may be repeated on
a larger population*
2* The test may he revised using difficult words and
using only two criteria In the selection of the
vocabulary I a. that the words are phonetic;
b* that the connotations are desirable.
The test results may be compared with reading
and spelling achievement scores of a large popu-
lation*
3* The test nay be revised using vocabulary of
foreign languages that are phonetic: Latin,
French, Italian.
The test results may be compared to those obtained
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IDEE’TIPICAflOK OF SEPARATE SOUI^S FOR SPOEKH ^TORDS
lEITIAT. SOtJITDS:
Blrootlone; t^hls Is a test to find ont how well you pay
attention and how well yon oan use your ears and
your oyos# Listen to the words that I say and look
at the first blooh of letters for the letter that
these words begin with* Clrole the letter* ^e shell
help you with the first. Listen ®siref«Hy. listen
for the beginning letter in these words*
1* fortify fire fauKJus falgent
trith which letter did those words begin ? "f’
Circle the ^f”.
ITow wo are going to put a clrole around one letter in
each group of letters on the following pages* I*ia not
going to help you any more. Be sure and listen care-
fully to directions. I’Iots your finger to Bloch 2. irut
a circle around the letter that these words begin with.
2* gable gondola garniture guitar
Look at the third block of letters* *riOTe your finger
to Block 3. Listen carefully to the words I read.
Listen for the beginning letter In these words* Look
for the letter you heard and put a circle around it.
3* rescue rustic rhythm rhinestone w s m n
Repeat directions from asterisk for four items, if
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4* halo heritage huokloberry Ic^aolnth a (y 1 o ^
6* eylTan ooliolt supple eoverelgnty g o p @
6. pimpernel porphQnry pavilion imree h (p) f r
?• Jubilate Joist Jester Jcm<iull — " a e u st
8. notary nourlahaent naBturtluni nymph o
j
9. taoituTn titanic topas turquoise n d p o
10* meteor magnet monocle mucilage — n k 1 e
!!• lavender loyalty legal laudable v b ^ r
!£• void valid vehicle vicinity b p d {yJ~T
,
13. yeast yacht yolk yuletldo —' e~ a ~o ^
14. zenith zlroomB sither aofra s e th J^
|
15. weld wither woven wary — r f th v^|
Looh at the second page.
i^ome words begin with two letters that have one eottnd.
there them then begin with ”th”
Look at the oaia^e betwe^ th© dotted lines from asterisk.
Here are some other words that begin with the eame letters.
thespian throng thermometer thrill * d t^ r 1 sh
?hat were the first two letters you heard in ell those words ?
”th” Find ’’th*" in srour next block and put a circle around them.
•?k)ve your finger to Block 16. Listen carefully. Circle the
two letters which these words begin with. ?epeat directions
from asterisk.
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17. spree span spiral sponsor sn sr pr (5p) ns”
'
18. trite tranoe trophy tradition th dr © Ph ra
19. stucco stability stolid stipulate
—
sp CO 11 eik
20. sbah shaddoolc shnffl© shlntois® s (jihT 6l oh et
21. flail flonrlsh flaniboyant fluoreooent- fr ah bl fS) lu
22. sliver slingshot slab sluggish v sh b ^
23. oluok ololster ollontele olerlo k st qu r
24. bray brooch brlolette broiler pr oh bl vr
26. bla^e bloat blemish blunt pi br pr gl blip
26. placard pliant pluck plod (i^/ bl id nt pr
27. drapery droll drizzle drowsy br (jl^ pr or vr
28. frugal frock fricassee franknesa vr_ wr nk pr
29. grandeur gracious groteaque grit ;• pr cr (giR' br nd
30. smolder smug smithy smelt —
—
st sk sh
31. swoon swerve swathe swivel — sn mi BP wh
32. crinoline croquet crimson cruolal- gr k oh
33. twitter twirl twang twine dw dr tr
34. Whining whimsical whippoorwill whereby hi 1 he p
Final Sounds
Few we are going to put circles around correct endings.
Look at Block 36.
36. surpass fortress crisis raagnanimeus ^ c th b
What is ths last letter In each of those words ? "s'*
Circle ths letter "s". I/lsten oaroifully. Choose the right
ending letter, rut a circle around the letter that these words




36. omelet ilXiimiBatd Istsaonlate mate — a/i).e u d
37. eternal fell ooal ideal (l) o © f g
38. eeqnln renown foxintaln rendition — o m a 1
39. peg twig snng brag ”i o k e
40. eobolareMp reap scallop otlrrap — d b ^ o sb~
41. “^opeat dlreotlons for Block 41.
41. epberold gifted myriad skilled —— 1 t o o (K)
45. enctieneor cuouBd>er scholar peraiabulotor^— ® St
43. ollTaax Influx appendix paradox cI^JLks ®k8 oe
44. tmokreta esteem realm symptom — —-
»
46. desrf turf ingulf relief v ® r 1 b
46. fantastic academic almanac mystic g 1 (o) n t~
Some words end with two letters that have one sound,
crash lash push end with "ah”. Here are some other
words that end with the same letters* I^ok at Block 47.
47. bush dash furnish thrash ”7SJs oh ±b us
^hat were the last two letters you heard in all those words ?
"eh”. Find ”8h” in Block 47 and put a circle around them,
your finger to Block 48. Listen carefully. Circle the
letters which these words end with. Hepeat direotlons for
Block 49 from asterisk, if necessary.
48* arch cnenoh research thatch sh e en t
49* coral morale Tranf5vaal cabal le t el r
60. compassicn vision reflection bonbon —- en on) ne en in
61. knack shamrock pluck flock ag eg g ug (ol^
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63. frank slirink mifn^ blink (jiYj nik ok an tm
^epast aireotlons for Blook 64.
54. bulk silk alk bilk “"ak ' Y"'^> ul eiT
66. loblqr 4©i:by obabby rtiby ^ ^ ^
66. ano^^nt bltmt magnificent jubilant— irt nk Ti^
57. ark remark lark clerk Ik nk It
58. omens zaandollns PRisloianB ooraparlson»~«»Hjri8} an on
89. brerlty equity agility piety ^ by py vy
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Dlrootions: Listen Teiy oaTeftilly to tJm word which I shall read.
Choose the right word and clrole It. «e shall help




















^ECEPTACLK ACCKPT.ABLK HKCE?TACLE> ^J.CKPTIBLK ^ECIP^OCAL
IFABEvlUATKlTOS IlfPmTI-IT^S IFADEQUATELY irADKQUACY (SADEQUASiisl
CmrSin^TIvR “ COIISK^VATIVK OBSK^VEH
.DISCKmTBLE
cmiPSUBIUM
DISCEMMFOT 3l3Gmm LISCKT^IBLT JDISCKTmiSL^
DKLIEIXn>5C0MPEm>10TTS
IMLEmKD ITOEPIFKD Uin):OT:AHr.E BKOITILES{UICPEFlSg
EXPOHTABLE IKPO^sS B^OETABLE EXPLOTABLE ;tXP0T?TA£®
m^TTAL imATETIiUi IIMVABLE
PHOJEOTOT PTOJBCTILE PIK)aEl?IfOT PTOJECTOT,' IHJECTOH
Repeat l^lrectlons
___
OBSKTVATOTY 0BSEE7AT0T OBSKTVATOEf ALLEGOTY DOTMITOTY
PERSPECTIVE
KLABORfVTE
PUROATIVE ^ PERSPECTIVE^ ^PEHSPECTimY PEHSISTMT
COLL^OHATE EVAPORATE FXABOTATELY




h ii —— m
EJfCYCLICAI* KRCYCLOPEDICAL grCYCLICAL IITTETVAL EQinVOCAL
ACQUITTAL AC^TTAJfOE ACQUITTAL EQUIVOCAL KHCYCLICAL




BMAUGIPATE EMSCtSATE r^MADATE ) KI^ABORATE
UPTOUSS 0PHOATIOUS) HARHOFIOUS DOLOHOUS
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SimVlTAL HOTTAt SUmVOR'^ SAVIOUH
/J>Pinyr?^AITCE APProPKgAH(^- PFmRKHOE PHEFEHEnCE ATPUHTEtTAgT



















fn7B?g:RSin!T (sTT^aERSI?^ sroiissicm EMSRSlOr
TRAirsTRREE mirom














SXTHAEEOt?SI.Y EATHAVAOAETLY rEXTRAirP^OUSLTy HARM^IOUSLY VICTOPIOUSOT










BOUNTIFUL BOUNTY BEAUTIFUL BOUNTEOUS $0UBTIFUL:
OPTIMIST
RAMIFY
OCULIST ORUAITIST .^fgTmSTj OPTIMATE




IPEHTIPICATICm OF SEPARATE SOUTTDS FOR SPOEJl? ’>^OPJ)S
Dlrootlons: Listen oar©Tally to the Instraotiona given by the
exasdner* Listen vei’y o&refully to the words which the
examiner will read* Choose and oirole the letter that
thoee words begin with# The examiner will help you with
the first three gToni>s of letters*
1* H B R F P
2* c 0 3 K a
3* R W S M H
4* A H 1 0 E
z Y 0 p s
3 P V F R
S 8 u J ST
8* M 0 B T Y
9* F T P P C
10.
If E M L E
11.
F E 3 L R
12.
B P P V P
13.
E V A 0 U
14.
S S C TH J
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Dlreetlona: Listen to tho words which the examiner will
road yon* Clrolo the two letters which those words











fH DR TR PH RA
19. SD Sf CO LI 3K
20. S SH SL CH ST
•1
1
m 3H 3L FL W
22* V SH SL B G
23. CL TW/V Sf QTT R
24. PR CH BR BL VR
25. H. BR PR BL









BR BB PR CR VH
71? HR m BR
PR OR OR BR ri)
SH 3T LT LB su
SH m SP
OR K iar CR CH
BW TT TW BR TR
HI -i* HF‘. P '"H
a
- z* -’I'y
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Plreotlons: Lleten oarofolly* Clrole th© letter vMoh these
words end with*
36.
Z C S TH B
36. A T K U L
37.
L 0 B ? S
38. 0 K M A I
39.
Z 0 K 0 B
40.
B E r 0 SH
41. L T E 0 B
4S. E A 0 T
43. CKS IKS X ES CB
44* H L E M T
46. V T V L B
46* (J X C ir T
Dlreotlons; Listen oereltilly to the words which the ©xaiainer will
read. Circle the two letters which these words end with.
47* SH S CH IS US
.
00 SH c*li.* KB CH T
49. LE T Ali KL H
50* Eir OK !IK AH IK
.1
1
AO 00 0 T7G CK
6S. MB Fi? HP ITT
63. BE HE CK AH IH
64. SE L LE UL EL
66. BY py VY BY FY
56* FK FT KH AST
67* BT LE HE LT m
68. ITS m KH cm
69* TY BY BY PY VY
60* VS PS 3S IS FS
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Olrootlons: Llaten very oarefally to th© woi^ wMoh w© shall read.
Look at the first block of words. Choose the word that
yon hear and olrol© It# W© shall help you choose th©
first word. We shall say th© number of th© block you
are to look at. l!ov© your finger to that block. Listen
very oar©fully to the word w© read. Circle the word
that looks Ilk© the word you hear.
1. ACCEPTABLE RECEPTACLE RECKPTIK:.E RECIPROCAL
2. “IBPHriTEETESSi IBADSQUATKLY UTALEaOACy IWABB^ATEEESS
3. J^BSKRTKR COSSKRVATIVK CCRTSERVER OBSERVER
4. BISCKRHai'OT DISCEBB DISCEMTIBLV 3ISCERKI3LK
6.
COMPK!i^I)I0tTS COIlPEBDItBS syi3>0SlUM_J)KLIRlOT
6. T?in)K?I7TED UIBEfriABLE BEGI7ILKI) ClIBEPILia)
7. IMPORTK3 IICPORTABLR EXPLOR^K KXPO^ABLE




10. (5BB6BKVATOR OBSBRVATOHT ALLEGORY BOBI^TOBY
11. PURGATIVE PERSPECTIVE Pi:RSPECTIVKLy PERSISTEHT
12. COLLABORATE ELABORATE EVAPORATE ELABOTtlTELY
13. PREVAILIBQ PR07IDEHT PERTIj^T PRKVALKBT
14. ERCYOLOPEBICAL EBCYCLICAL lUTKEVAL EQUIViCAL
16. ACQUITTAHCE ACOtTITTAL EQUIVOCAL EHCYCLIGAL
>'.’*r’
J_r :^cr^J
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16. .«)DUOIBI,K JUSDUCmS .\3)DUCE3!n? ADMISSIBLK
17. KBIAHCIPA7B BSASCtmATK EMASA7B KL/^CM7E
18. UPBOTTf^T: irpT^AHimnS HARMOriOtyf DCLCHOtTS
19 . BTOSPAGTHKBS BEgKFICIAL ^HAT^H BKTTFyACTOB
20. OBSSnVATO??r ABBOLyAgOHl ABgQLTABLK ABSOLDTOHI
21. SUHVITAX. PKVITAL ' STTHTIYOI? SAYIOtm
22. APPTOTKF-^C^ FEHTIBEFCK PCTPEgTKC?: APHTHTOTAFT
23. 0??ICIAI ^WICIA^ HfFIRMAHT IMAGIIT,^
T7FDEETAKE UHimilORABUATS UFBFHBATX UTTDULATS
SOBIISHSIOH SUBKKHCreOK SUBJUSSIOr El^ERSKF
26. mTBHBS THAUffB^ HETKI^SB TIRArSTO?
27. P0OT5H stjppogg strppoBgBR AZfmsom^
28. AHPLIFICATITB: AMPOTAfI0» Am.IPICATIOH_ COHOIfATIOK
29. FITHyLg PnmK HDgFLK PUBH?HE
30. ACCIBEirTAL OOOIPmTAL T!t*^S0KHI>Fr7AX GCCIBEgrT
31. ?ORTU!fB 3SAT1T0DB PORfl^E miCITpr.
32. ?0BBS7 POHKFKm) FAirTASTIC
33. HTTaAYAGAmY CTHABEOOSLY SATlfOBIOUSLY yiCCORIOUSLY






36. COiTSTAmY CQBSisraiCY 00!!£TA!?CY Cm!E!^
37. COHSOBA^CE COtmTEHAJTCB COTJPTmiOT CIHCnJlfSTAICK
38. BOinTTY BKAUTIPDL BOPITYEOPS BOOKTIFtlL
39. OCULIST OROABIST OPTIMIST OPTIKATE
40. HAHIPT H.^?Y HATOT RBCTOT
tmitnxs-t' vTPr'iWd/ x^'-mrxs -it
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